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Abstract: Optimization technique plays an indispensable role in addressing the challenges of 

monitoring automated meter reading and providing advanced metering infrastructure to 

relatively small consumers. Though there are intelligent  metering solutions are in the 

current market. This study  has developed and tested an approach in accessing the consumers 

who do not possess digital meters by integrating Enhanced Replacement In Bee Optimization 

(ERIBO) algorithm in load profile clustering.  In this study Load Profile (LP) clustering 

distribution networks based on the shape of the load profile was studied for fitness function in 

the selected LP clustering.   Results indicate that this approach is significantly stable and 

effective in accessing such consumers. Furthermore , the proposed algorithm is more 

effective and uncomplicated for the reason with few manipulations it can be operated to get 

desired output. Thus confirming to be an enhanced approach in relation with other existing 

approaches. 

 

Key words:- Load profiling,  honey bee modeling , Enhanced Replacement In Bee 

optimization algorithm , k-means clustering techniques. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION:   
 In light of this situation it is very much pressing that the electricity market requires 

appropriate optimization technique in order to address the issue of load profile and metering . 

Load Profiling techniques are extensively adopted to   facilitate customers access the retail 

market and for tariff development purposes. Perhaps,   this technology categorizes customers 

based on the shape of the year load profiles  and generates Typical Load Profile (TLP) that 

can be used to formulate model load from distribution system.  In this, customer without 

digital meter is assigned a consumer category so as to get a unique profile and behavior as an 

outcome of the specified TLP to the corresponding category. A broad range of methods have 

been proposed and tested on different load profile databases, such as K-means or hierarchical 

clustering, self-organizing [1,2,3]. The present scenario of electricity market is rolling with a 

range of intelligent maps, neural networks , fuzzy systems , statistical methods or more 

recently, the support Vector Clustering approach[4,5,6,7]. This study proposes a new 

approach to the LP clustering by applying Enhanced Replaced  In Bee Optimization (ERIBO) 

algorithm. Furthermore, due to the robustness and originality of this method.  There are 

significant benefits like product quality of the results with effortless and trivial change on 

certain simple parameters. In this, customer without digital meter is assigned a consumer 

category so as to get a unique profile and behavior as an outcome of the specified TLP to the 

corresponding category. A broad range of methods have been proposed and tested on 

different load profile databases, such as K-means or hierarchical clustering, self-organizing 
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[1,2,3]. The present scenario of electricity market is rolling with a range of intelligent maps, 

neural networks , fuzzy systems , statistical methods or more recently, the support Vector 

Clustering approach[4,5,6,7]. This study proposes a new approach to the LP clustering by 

applying Enhanced Replacement In Bee Optimization (ERIBO) algorithm. Furthermore, due 

to the robustness and originality of this method. There are significant benefits like product 

quality of the results with effortless and trivial change on certain simple parameters. Indeed, 

it has greater efficiency than alternative clustering approaches. This paper highlights briefly 

the overview of the most popular clustering techniques. Although data clustering aims to find 

structures in heterogeneous collection of data, these structures describe groups of data within 

a similar inside a group and dissimilar between different groups. The end result of the 

clustering algorithm or methodology depends mostly on the classification criterion and to 

separate similar and dissimilar data. Due to the advancement of technology in this field, lot of 

changes occurred during the last two decades which enabled to offer solution by introducing 

software based algorithm and improving the existing infrastructure facilities. 

 

II.LOAD PROFILE CLUSTERING: 

  Load Profile is a broad term that can refer to a number of different forms of data. It can 

refer to demand and consumption data or it can be a reference to derived data types, such as 

Regression and Profile Coefficients. However, all these data types have one thing in common 

that they represent the pattern of electricity usage of a segment of supply market customers. 

A load profile gives the Half-Hourly (Settlement Period) pattern or „shape‟ of usage across a 

day (Settlement Day), and the pattern across the Settlement year, for the average customer of 

each of the eight profile classes. It is the proportion of demand in each settlement period that 

is of interest to the Settlement System[8,9]. 

 

Cluster exploration is a term used to designate a family of statistical measures 

specifically designed to notice classifications within complex data sets. The aim of cluster 

analysis is to bunch objects into clusters so that objects within one cluster share more in 

common with one another than they do with the objects of other clusters. Consequently, 

thepurpose of the analysis is to arrange objects into relatively similar groups based on 

multivariate observations. The objective of Clustering data is to capture the structure in a 

heterogeneous group of data. These hierarchies define collections (or) clusters of data 

which are unambiguous inside a group and ambiguous between different groups. The end 

solution of a clustering algorithm or hierarchy depends in great extent on the classification 

used to partition of unambiguous and ambiguous data. While, investigators in the 

behavioral and social sciences are often interested in clustering people, clustering 

nonhuman objects is common in other disciplines [10]. 

 

Thereby, clustering algorithm is used to determine a load profile type and to analyze 

the demand load in a distribution substation. It is also important to understand the difference 

between clustering (unsupervised classification) and discriminate analysis (supervised 

classification). In supervised classification, a collection of labelled (reclassified) patterns are 

provided. Nevertheless, the issue is to label a newly encountered, yet unlabelled, pattern. 

Perhaps, the given labelled (training) patterns are used to study the descriptions of classes 

that in turn are used to label a new pattern. In the case of clustering, the struggle is to group 

a given collection of unlabelled patterns into meaningful clusters. In a sense, labels are 

associated with clusters also, but these category labels are data driven that is, they are 

obtained solely from the data. For instances, clustering algorithms can be applied in many 

fields such as Web optimization, Finance, image processing, Marketing, Biology, Libraries, 

Insurances, City planning, Earthquake studies etc.,[11]. 
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III. LOAD PROFILE CLUSTERING PROBLEM : 

While, Clustering algorithms are applied in different kinds of applications such as web 

optimization, finance, biology, image processing etc.  The clustering problem defined in this 

paper refers to the load description based on electricity distribution network and one of the 

consumer models is Typical Load Profile (TLP). 

 A TLP explain the hourly values of electricity consumption on a daily basis and 

associated to consumer category.  TLPs can be delineated for residential, commercial, 

industrial and for seasonal factors. It can be established for seasonal factors of climatic 

conditions that are likely to occur in future using regressed technique. Most widely used 

approach to structure TLP consist of gathering actual LP for various consumer categories, 

metered in network supply points and process them using clustering algorithm to build TLPs. 

In order to setup a TLP portfolio for any public utility, it must define a set of TLP that can 

accurately provide load characteristics for all consumers in its self as a network. If the 

portfolio includes the maximum TLP and extensive consumers, then It is the best 

representation of consumers in terms of accuracy. 

The customer load profile clustering method is used to make the TDLP to estimate the 

quarter hourly load profile of non-AMR customers. There were studies that examined the 

repeated clustering method in improving the ability to discriminate among the TDLP‟s of 

each cluster. Clustering techniques are exceptionally useful for assisting the distribution 

service providers in the process of classifying electricity customer on the basis of load pattern 

shape. 

IV.EXISTING APPROACHES: 

The Honey Bee Mating Optimization (HBMO) algorithm is a swarm-based type 

optimization technique, in which the searching procedure mimics the mating process in 

honey-bee colonies. Thus, the HBMO algorithm is related to the general field of swarm 

intelligence, but the mating process which is based on crossover and mutation operators, 

strongly relate this algorithm to evolutionary computing too.The mating-flight may be 

considered as a set of transitions in likely solutions where the queen moves among the similar 

states in some speed and mates with the drone encountered at each state probabilistically [12, 

13, 14]. At the beginning of flight, each queen is initialized by an amount of energy and if 

this amount reaches a threshold or Zero, or even spermatheca has been filled, the queens will 

return to the nest. In this algorithm, workers‟ task is watching broods. In developed 

algorithm, workers are implemented as heuristic functions which cause fitness of broods to be 

increased. A drone mates with a queen probabilistically using the function as PQ-D=exp(-

|FQ – FD| / SP).  where Prob(Q, D) is the probability of adding the sperm of drone D to the 

spermatheca of queen Q (that is, the probability of a successful mating); (f) is the absolute 

difference between the fitness of D that is  f(D)) and the fitness of Q that isf(Q)); and S(t) is 

the speed of the queen at timet.It is apparent that this function acts as an an-nealing function, 

where the probability of mating is high when either the queen is still in the start of her 

mating-flight and therefore her speed is high, or when the fitness of the drone is as good as 

the queen‟s. After each transition in space, the queen‟s speed S(t), and energy, E(t) decay 

using the following HBMO algorithm: 

 

i. The algorithm starts with the mating-flight, where a queen (best solution) selects 

drones probabilistically to form the spermatheca (list of drones). 

ii. A drone then selected from the list at random for the creation of broods. Creation 

of new broods (trial solutions) by cross- overing the drones‟ genotypes with the 
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queen‟s. 

iii. Use of workers (heuristics) to conduct local search on broods (trial solutions). 

iv. Adaptation of workers fitness based on the amount of improvement achieved on 

broods. 

v. Replacement of weaker queens by fitter broods. 

 

The algorithm starts with three user-defined parameters and one predefined parameter. 

The predefined parameter is the number of workers, representing the number of heuristics 

encoded in the program. The three user-defined parameters are the number of queens, the 

queen‟s spermatheca size and the number of broods that will be borne by all queens. 

 

V.PROPOSED ERIBO ALGORITHM 

 

Stage 1: First form a Random cluster [C] by nearest neighbor approach on Load  

             Profile data. 

Stage 2: Then assign a Random cluster head (RCH) to  Each clusters. 

             The above mentioned steps are the preliminary steps for the ERIBO Algorithm. 

Stage 3: calculate the Association transmission range of data from one X to X using 

              the  succeeding formula 

                                          𝐸𝑇𝑋 𝑘, 𝑑 = 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝐾 + 𝐸𝑓𝑠𝑘                        -----  (Eq-1) 

             Where k is the quantity of data transmitted from one X to X and d is the 

             approximate distance between the clusters. 

Stage 4: calculate the Association Receiving range(ARR) of data from one X to X using 

             the subsequent formula 

                                                 𝐸𝑅𝑋 𝑘 = 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝐾                              -----  (Eq - 2) 

             Where k is the quantity of data received  from one X to X. 

Stage 5: The next stage Sustainability is calculated for each X to analyze the living  

              time of each X by the following formula  

                             

 

 

 ST(X) =
EX ,x

 𝑃𝐸𝐻 ,𝑋+𝛼 𝐿𝑜𝑔µ
(Eλ(x) − 1)                                                             ------(Eq - 3) 

𝜆 𝑥 =
Ex , x − E𝑦 , x

Ex , x
 

α and λ  are the constants 

 

Stage 6: calculate the fitness value of each random clusters by using the below steps: 

Step 1:  𝐹 = 𝐴𝑓1 𝐶𝑙𝑝 +  𝐵𝑓2 𝐶𝑙𝑝 + 𝐶𝑓3 𝐶𝑙𝑝 + 𝐷𝑓4 𝐶𝑙𝑝 + 𝑓5 𝐶𝑙𝑝     ----- (Eq - 4) 

 

               Where A, B, C, D are constants with 0.2, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 consequently.  

Step 2: 𝑓1 𝐶𝑙𝑝 =  [  dijhj
αj

i=1  + dhjbs ]
𝛽

𝑗=1
                                                  ----- (Eq - 5) 

             

Step 3: 𝑓2 𝐶𝑙𝑝 =     
ST  ij 

ST  hj 

αj

i=1
  /k

𝛽

𝑗=1
                                               ----- (Eq -6)   
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Step4:  𝑓3 𝐶𝑙𝑝 =  
 dhjbs  

/β
𝛽

𝑗=1
  [dijbs ]

𝛼𝑗

𝑖=1

𝛽

𝑗 =1

                                   ----- (Eq - 7) 

 

Step 5:  f4 𝐶𝑙𝑝 =   1/   ETX  1, dijhj  + αjERX (1)
αj

𝑖=1

𝛽

𝑗=1

                       ----- (Eq - 8) 

 

Step 6:  𝑓5 𝐶𝑙𝑝 =   αj𝛽j(th)
𝛂𝐣

𝒊=𝟏

𝜷

𝒋=𝟏

                                              ----- (Eq - 9) 

Stage 7:   Repeat Stage 6 for N iterations to find the best value for the clusters . 

Stage 8:  Analyze the stage 7 result and find the best cluster options to arrange the X. 
 

 

The above  algorithm is proceeded to analyze the load profile of the electrical data 

and form an efficient load profile clustering algorithm.  

The association transmission range is calculated for each datas .Where Eq-1 is defined 

as  K is the quantity of data transmitted from one X to X and d  is the approximate distance 

between the clusters.  The association receiving range is calculated for each datas where Eq-2 

is defined as K is the quantity of data received from one x to x . Eq-3 is the Sustainable 

energy.  It is calculated for each X to analyze the living time of each X by the following 

formula.   It is considered for each  tuple  to analyze the lifespan of the 

cluster.  α and   µ are the constants. Where Exx  is  total amount of energy in the cluster 

node,  Eyx   is  total amount of energy spend for transmission 𝑃𝐸𝐻 ,𝑛  is the residual energy  

(balance energy) of the node at that instant time slot. Eq-4 is fitness function calculation 

where f = 𝐴𝑓1 𝐶𝑙𝑝 +  𝐵𝑓2 𝐶𝑙𝑝 + 𝐶𝑓3 𝐶𝑙𝑝 + 𝐷𝑓4 𝐶𝑙𝑝 + 𝑓5 𝐶𝑙𝑝    the fitness value of 

each random clusters. Where A, B, C, D are constants with 0.2, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 consequently  

Eq-5 is defined as  Where f1 is the sum of Euclidean distances of cluster member 

to its cluster head and cluster heads to the cluster association (CA), Clp is a chromosome in the 

current round, αl (l = 1,…, β) is the number of cluster members, β is the number of clusters, 

dijhj is the Euclidean distance from node i in cluster j to its cluster head, dhjca is the Euclidean 

distance from jth cluster head to the CA. Eq-6 Function f2 is the ratio of the average energy 

sustainability of cluster members with its cluster head. Eq-7 Function f3 is the ratio of the 

average Euclidean distance of the cluster heads to the CA with the sum of Euclidean distance 

of all the cluster nodes to the CA.  Eq-8 Function f4 is the total sum of transmission energy 

where transmission energy is the combination of ETX and ERX for each cluster nodes and 

cluster heads.  Eq-9 Function f5 is  the  input particle is filtered with threshold value of the 

cluster nodes(α i … . n) and cluster heads(𝛽 1 …𝑛), So that the Cluster nodes are eliminated 

based on this threshold value which regains minimum iteration and Energy Efficiency.  

The constants A, B, C, D are predefined constants used to weight the contribution of 

each of the sub objectives and A + B + C + D = 1. The fitness function defined above has the 

objective of simultaneously minimizing the intra-cluster distance between nodes and their 

cluster heads, as quantified by f1 and of maximizing the cluster head‟s energy sustainability 

in its cluster as quantified by f2; and of producing cluster with unequal size as quantified by 
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f3; and also of optimizing the energy dissipation in the clusters as quantified by f4. According 

to the fitness function, a small value of f1, f2 suggests compact clusters with the optimum set 

of nodes that have sufficient energy to perform the cluster head tasks. A small value of f3 

means that the size of the clusters located closer to the CA is smaller. A small value of f4 

shows that the formed clusters are more energy efficient. The f5 shows that the Cluster nodes 

are eliminated based on the threshold value which regains minimum iteration and Energy 

Efficiency. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

                             

Table-1   Overall average  for per day to  all  categories :-                    

 

 

Figure -1      Overall average electricity consumption   for per day to  all  categories. :-           
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                                                                          Table – 2   ERIBO 

 
F F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 

Iteration1 2346.86571 11727.14 2.857143 0.049576 6.23E-10 16.80742 

Iteration2 1833.15807 9158.599 2.857143 0.048421 8.84E-10 30.31069 

Iteration3 2876.4306 14374.96 2.857143 0.050058 4.12E-10 24.85789 

Iteration4 2919.31718 14589.39 2.857143 0.049095 4.07E-10 38.5366 

 

 

 

                                                                             Figure – 2 

Figure-2 and Table 2 explains the 20 category of Large Scale Units with per day average 

Electricity Consumption Data with respect to Fitness F= (F1+F2+F3+F4+F5) and calculate 

the fitness value in each iterations of ERIBO 

                               Table - 3 

 

 

 F   F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 

Best Iteration 1833.158 9158.599 2.857143    0.048421 8.84E-10 202.0828 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure – 3  
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Figure-3 and Table 3  explains the 20 category of Large Scale Units with per day average 

Electricity Consumption Data with respect to Fitness F= (F1+F2+F3+f4+f5) and  calculate 

the Best fitness value in each iterations of ERIBO 

 

 

                               Table – 4 explains average fitness for all categories for per day. 

 

Category 

Input 

Data(Average by 

Day) 

ERIBO 

F1 F2 F3        F4  F5 

Agriculture 136 8110.811 2.85714286 0.04842126 1.12E-09 206.0049738 

Bank 174.5 

F=1623.60037005193 

Hospital 192 

Hostel 189 

Hotel 211 

Industries 450 

Residential 149.5 

Supermarket 273 

Theater 471.5 

University 170.5 

 

 

 

The Enhanced Replacement In Bee Optimization algorithm (ERIBO) for the load profile 

clustering problem was approached using a database of metered LPs from different consumer 

categories in the dataset as per the Indian context. The dataset categories are i)Residential two 

substations (Resi-1 and Resi-2), ii) Industrial (Ind-1 and Ind-2), iii) Agriculture (Agri-1 and 

Agri-2) iv) Commercial such as seven  categories are Hospital, super market, Theatre, 

University, Bank, Hostel, Hotel (each two categories). The dataset were specially considered 

to the use of fitness function with twenty categories of services. The overall dataset is 

evaluated by the attributes, the attribute statistics representations are as follows.DATE, 

FROMTIME, TOTIME, TYPES, SERVICEID, KWATTS. 

The above datasets were collected for a month and used to run the ERIBO algorithm 

in different fitness values. Based on the representation of attributes the TLPs produced by the 

ERIBO algorithm for the consumer categories. We conclude that the optimal solution for the 

LP clustering problem discussed in this paper and uses a chromosomes encoding scheme with 

20 clusters/TLPs and a fitness function computed. Results are comparable to others, the new 

LP clustering method based on ERIBO algorithm can be easily implemented with high 

robustness properties. 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION: 

 

This paper presents an efficient method for the classification and load profiling of 

distribution network customers. The proposed method was implemented as a MATLAB 

program and tested with real data and also it was tested with weka. The result showed  that  

the ERIBO algorithm  can classify customers into well separated clusters according to their 
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electricity consumption data, and clearly indicate that the proposed ERIBO algorithm has 

significant implications with its efficient and stable nature of the structure in handling the 

database. Therefore, it is evident that new LP clustering approach has the potential in 

efficiently addressing metering issues. Correspondingly, with little efforts by manipulating 

the required parameters it is possible to obtain the desired results and reach the goal. In light 

of this result, it is certainly possible to extend further on these investigations to develop 

Improved Replacement In Bee Optimization Algorithm where in both TLPs and the number 

of clusters with simultaneous fitness function integrated in the investigation of metering. It 

was proved earlier that, the resulting customer classification is more accurate than the 

alternative classification methods . The snapshots are clearly indicated that the proposed 

ERIBO Clusters and load profile data more accurately than the existing RIBO which was 

also implemented and it also proves that ERIBO is also accurate than the most popular 

HBMO and CASEBO, IRIBO Models. 

 

In future the  ERIBO is equipped with GSM technology.  Its based on  GSM  - based 

on energy meters will added with SIM card.  It transmits the readings  to the Server(cluster) 

for every half-hour .The previous values are compared with current value it may be monthly 

basis.  It may automatically shut down the energy transmission if it exceed its range. 
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